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Quantum Field Theory with a Momentum Space 
.of Constant Curvature (Perturbation Theory) 

In the framework of the field-theoretical approach, in which 
the extension off the mass shell proceeds in the· p -space of con
stant curvature, the perturbation theory is developed, It is shown 
that the $-'-matrix etemen¥' are give.n by, convergent expressions, 
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1. !!!!!2£!!.2.ll..2B 

An essential point in the conventional procedure of the 
S-matrix extension off the mass shell is the assumption that 
the four-dimensional.momentum space off the mass shell is a flat 
pseudoeuclidean space. In fact, this is an independent additio
nal postulate of quantum field theory (Q.F.T.) • The analysis 
of the axiomati~ Q.F.T. has shown /l-ll/, that there exists an 
alternative of local Q.F.T. in which the virtual 4--momenta 
belong to the de Sitter space 
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?2. -2. ~A'?. '2 ~l. LIZ. "l. -t; - p -+ Iv\ C- =. IV\ C, =:: -
0 I.( e,z. 

(1.1) 

Here t . is the universal constant ( the fundamental length). 
In what follows we put {;:::.c-==-t=M=1. 

The picture of elementary particle interaction with momenta 
\ p\ ~ ::l differs essentially from that existing in the standard 

Q.F.T •• For Ip\<< 1. the geometry of de Sitter p-space is 
indistinguishable from the usual pseud.oeuclidean geometry. 

In this report we consider another de Sitter space with 
metric 

Po2 
➔ 2. p p: ~l<L Pk PL - { (1.2) 
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K, L = 0
1

1., 21 3, lf .1. (~Kt.. --.=d.'aJ {i,-1., -1,-1,-1) 

Following ref./l-ll/ for the space (1.1), we introduce 
here, through the Fourier transformation on the group of motions 
of the space (1.2), the configurational representation. 
This representation is canonically conjugated to the de Sitter 
p-space. The geometry of this new space at small distances differs 
essentially from the pseudoeuclidean one. It is remarkable that at 
the same time the new ~- -space possesses the "causal structure". 
It splits in two irreducible regions: the time-like one (conti
nuous) with the invariant ordering in time, and the space-like 
one ( discrete). But the light cone, i.e.,the surface, which 
divideIJ in the Minkovsky space these two regions, does not exist 
in the 3 -space. Later on we shall convince ourselves of that 
this fact influences essentially the problem of the multiplica
tion of singular functions in Q,F,T. 

On the basis of a natural generalization of the Bogolubov 
causality condition to the case of the new oonfigurational repre

! 
sentation, we construct a perturbation theory wUh the local in 

~ -space Lagrangian density function. The obtained S-matrix 7 /12-14/ obeys all the axioms of Q.F,T, , including.the require-
ment of translation invariance. 

2. The oonfigurational ~ - repi-esentation 

In the conventional Q.F.T. with the flat p-spaoe we haye 
two representatives of inhomogeneous pseudoeuolidean motion group, 
given by the transformation formulae: 

x'1 = A/ ><v + a.1 , (2.1) 

I 

Pr- J\; fv -,. ).I · (2. 2) 

fj'-) v-= o, 1.,2,3), 

where /\ denotes the homogeneous Lorentz transformations. The 
relativistic invariance of Q.F.T. is formulated in tenns of the 
Poincare group (2.1), i.e., the motion group of the configura
tion space. The group (2.2) has no direct physical meaning; it 
is not the group of'invariance of the physical theory. To this 
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end, to show that vacuum is not invariant under the transforma
tions (2,2) • 

Nevertheless, certain quantities in the framework of group 
(2.2) have definite interpretation and, moreover, in the theory 
they play the key role, The Casimir operator 

, ! 

( 
. al ) -1. -

71 Pr-
" .:i.. 

a-' (2, J) 

is the interval (proper time) operator, For the unitary represen
tations of the group (2. 2) we have tbe following spectrum of 
eigenvalues of cr-'.,_ 

1) t, .2.. ;> 0 the time-like region, 
2) t,- z. = C the light-cone, 
J) ey- 2 < o the space-like region. 

In regions 1) and 2) we have an additional discrete inva
riant of the group (2,2), the sign of time. 

When passing to the de Sitter p-space, the group (2.2) is 
replaced by t,he de Sitter group 0(2.J), beca,ise the parallel 
shifts 

I p = f +k (2.4) 

are replaced by the generalized shifts 
i>'-==p(+)/{. (2.5) 

The new operation of the parallel shift, which we denote by(+) 
has the following fonn k 

ft = ft + } ( fa -f 1-~ k: ), C2- 6) 

P✓/ -= Pt kt + p., k., . 
These transformations are the pseudoeuclidean rotations 

in the hyperplanes which contain the vacuum .5--vector ~=f9-,f) 
and the 5 -vector k • 

In the "flat limit 11 f; k << f. 
the usual parallel shifts (2 ,4), 

shifts (2.5) transform to 

" .l The generalization of the operator cr' (2.J) to the case 
of the de Sitter p-space is the Casimir operator of the group 
S0(4.1): 
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} /v/KL MkL ~ -4' ,; { /Jil 3;/ o~J ~ C, 

k, L -==- 01 i, 21 31 lt 

where 

~rv = br"-+ Pr P" { - p2 ) 3 ==- det llj t" II · 

(2. 7) 

(2.8) 

Two series of unitary irreducible representations of the 
group S0(4,1) exis1 which correspond to the following eigenvalues 
of the operator 5 (2. 7): 

1) The continuous A -series 

<; = er ( o--+ '5 ) = ~ -t A 
2 

-> o-- =- t' A - ½_ , o < A < cX> (2.9a) 

2) The discrete l -series 

$ = o-'(6'+_'<,) er = L = - 1., 01 1, 2., ... (2.9b) 

In the flat limit the /\ -series turns into the time-like 
region of the usual Minkowskian x-space ( a' 2. > o), the J.... -~eries 
into the space-like region. Later on we shall see, that in the 

/\ -series the additional discrete invariant ( the "sign of time") 
also does exist. Let us emphasize that there is no analog of 
the 11ght cone for the curved p-space. The new time-like and space
like regions are divided by the finite interval. 

Let us consider the eigenfunctions (I J p> of the Casimir 
operator(2. 7) in the time-like /1. -region 

i kL · [(l)l. Ai,] > 2MKLM <Jlf> '= 2 +I\. <~Ip . (2.10) 

The flat limit of this equation is 

(- i ::Pr re ipx =- X2 · e if>< (2.11) 
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Let us solve now the important problem of parametrization 
of the quantity j , 1. e., of the point of the new configuratio
nal space. Consider the set of 5-vectors ~ belonging to the 
cone: 

3kL /II 'JVL ::: 0 . 

0 
It is easy to see that the quantity 

<~)f > = (!Vt_fL )~A-½_ 

(2· .12) 

satisfies equation (2 ,9). The subscript + in expression 

(2.12) means that we should treat (/JP> as a generalized 
function x) ( comp. /l5/ ). Each of the poles of the cone (2.11), 
corresponding to the positive and negative signs of the time 
component ;V0 ,i O is transitive under de Sitter group trans
formations. We conclude from here that in/\ :..aeries a discrete 
invariant (the sign of the time) exists. 

x) Later on when analysing the matrix elements of S-matrix-
we shall see that in treQ.F.T. with the curved p-space the ultra
violet divergences are absent and the problem of regularization 
of the field-theoretical objects, propagators, does not arise. 

It looks like that this problem in the developed scheme ·is 
transferred to the plane waves <1IP> • It is.important to 
stress, that here this problem is solved uniquely with the help 
of group-theoretical considerations ·and the requirement of the 
proper flat limit ( see (2.16) ). 
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The quantities <;1p> serve as kernels for the Fourier 
transformation on the de Sitter space. By the point of the confi
gurational J -space we call the set of 4 variables 

J = (11, ~ ) ' 
where ~ is the· fou-r -dimensional part of the 
isotropic vector belonging to the "contour /7 
generatrices of the cone 0 (2.ll) ( cf. /l5/ ). We 
equation of the contour I' in the form 

At =i 

(2. lJ) 

five-dimensional 
which crosses all 

chaos" the 

(2.14) 

hence it follows that J\1.- is the unit time-like 4-vector 

;V,.e - ;1.1z = 1. . (2.15) 

In the flat limit we have 

<~Ip> l = er ;·11 _} )~. ( t-~ -f &;1,/ .. ) 
,¾=-.1 . li/e. -

(2,16) 

➔ F ,-~ ::::. e *' 

(x: = /1,!V ) r t 

The region M, = +l has no analog in the usual theory. When 
! ➔ o its contribution vanishes, 

Let us introduce in the de Sitter p-space (1.2) the coordi-
nate system 

D. -= sh j 
J_! 'j . _,., JJ2 =eL3JJl.s,·/..,.J,._. s.-.Jcl..9tl<t p -=ch •Stnw·n p (

21
7) 

p,, -=.e.l,j.(.()SLJ 

h' = (.s .... ~c.,:-.t.·, 5o,fls,,.,9, C<>s;J) 
-<><><..I<=, o<w.~<.Ti, o<0<-Ni 
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Separating the variables in this coordinate system, we 
obtain the solutions of (2.7)~ the matrix elements of the con
tinuous series of unitary irreducible representations of the,de 
Sitter group: 

<A,n,£.W\ IJ,w, -91 lf 1_ =<A,h ti >e <h,e,n. lw,~,cf> (2.18) 

" <A, h I J i ~ (c,l, if 31~ p:::J :;:-ll:J ) (2.19) 

<h, e1™ \w1~,tf '> J z I -= 22e+1.. (11-f )! (Pf). (11-,.,i) . 
:Jr· r (£ ·Hi-+ 2 ) 

(2.20) 

. (st1tiwl· ce+1. cc.osw). '{ c:; c.r) = y (w,~ce} , 
n-€. €""' I k2w. 

where P: :C's the Legendre function of 
the Gegenbauer polynomial, Ye.., (&1 tf) 
function, E -= ± =- SjhNo • 

f 
the first kind, c'f 

the spherical 

The basic functions (2.18) obey the orthogonality condi-
tion: 

S<A,h ,e, W\ l.f,w, !7, Y' >e_ dl2 F ( ,tw] ft; lf {It~ h-/ e: /¼I?, = 

= :Z ci rr/\ • 
e.th11A ') \"- "° t <" ~ 8'(A-;1 • OEE,'CJhh' u• 0c.. .. •·(2.21) 

The expansion of the "plane wave" (2.12) over the basic 
functions (2.18) has the form: 
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<tip>= 
= JT : r ( ,i {\ - ~ ) (I No I /Ii -\ ' '(2.22) 

I,.. '. • . 

· L__(-i) (vi+1.)<A,~, Q,i,,,\J'.;~~4'> ·<S,0/{/i,,,f,i..) 
· e S;fAfu 
h1 ,M 

The parameters b 1 $--N, (f Iv' are connected with the 
four~vector NJ- · 

A I · d.. 
!Ve =- CosS" 
➔ _,,, 

N=- ~~·htL' 

(2.2) ) 

~ = (si1ilCoslf,v, s,119/1,'s,·,,4;._, eosJ.,1/) 

The plane waves (2.22) submit to the following orthogona
lity com :l_tion 

4:.. r<?Jp>Jn <tl1 1 >· ~ trr,f) ~ (.nf j } ' ~, 

cthuA ~(/\-A'). a(N;N') . 
A (1f· -I- 1/'( ) 

-= (2.24) 

The plane waves _in the discrete space_-time region are 
constructed in a similar way. The orthogonality condition for 
them has the form 

(2;>"s<~I p>JJlr<P If 1 > = (L.+36_:(L-tf){t.+2) ~L' · S(/4{ At') , (2.25) 

where N, N 1 
are unit space-like vectors.· 
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t· 

We can construct the Fourier analysis on.the de Sitter 
group, expanding the, functions j. ( p) given on the space (1.,2) 
over the orthogonal system of plane waves < j If> • A:detailed 
treatment of this scheme requiring the analytic continuation 
in gomponents of the JV -vector, is outside the scope· of this 
report. We only mention here that the representation of the 
function Jcp) in terms of its images l O) on the , t 
space contains both the integral over the continuous spectrum and 
the sum over.the.discrete one: 

! r ~ l (p) = (:lii)-9.,_ J~f (A) d.JJ.AI <Fl~~ t (;) + 

+ f c!:,,r12_ \ 't-f CL) dJl/11. < pl fi ':PL(;)= 

= (l;y512- ~dJll <~Ip> 1 ( t /. (2.26) 

·)t(/\)~ cH 11A d.A h.(L)e::(L+½.){L+f}(L+2) 
/\(/12.~1;4 ) I/' 

We can pass from the summation over L · in (2. 26) 
to the integration over the complex variable f:i'' 
along the contour which goes ~ear the real_axis. and encloses 
points of the•discrete spectrum in the positive direction with 
the measure. 

.Jt (rr) = 
2

: c~ff0 · (<r+ t )(tr+:!. )(rr-+.). )do 
(2.27) 

possessing the simple poles at points of discrete spectrum (2.9b). 
Concluding this section, we write down the differential

difference equation in the j- space whose solution is the 
plane wave 

'd ,.,~ - _c ___ - {J.) 

ro+ ½)(t5"+.:J.J AN'_ J<'f If>=-
. . . (2. 28) 

" 'd 3 ~ cJ .K <J Ip> = [?. d'd_rs- + o+j/it s w 

= lf,, <lit>, 
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(J} 

where .1 /,/ is the angular part of the d I Alambert operator 
corresponding to the space like or time like case. 

In the flat limit 

2 
(}D ➔ 2.+p 
"-/¥ 2. 

A (.· d ) K ➔ 2 + 7 ~xr , 

i.e.,the operator 
operator in the 

A 

X is an analog of the Klein-Gordon 
; -space. 

J. ~e~rl of free fields 

( 2. 29) 

Let us consider the free scalar fields w1 th mass In 19I. 
In the p-space they are on the three-dimensional mass shell 

p2.-m2.=o. 
(3.l) 

This equation does not contradict the equation (1.2). Con
sequently, the mass shell could be embedded into the 4-dimensio
nal de s.itter space. 

Let us denote by /'- the non-Euclidean distance between 
origin and point (m, cl, yi+,.,/ ) of the de Sitter space, i.e., 

cl,f=./J.+1nz.'=1n~) st.f=wi. (J.2) 

Basing upon equation (1.2) and the fact that to each value of P 
there correspond two values of P¥, Which differ only in sign, we 
come to the two conditions 

clif - f" = o 
c/,_f + f1t = o . 

(J.Ja) 

(J. J. b) 

In what follows we suppose that the free fields obey the equa
tion which is a consequence of (J.Ja): 

2. (c'f - A) ff(f,A) == o. (J.4) 
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~ 

:.1 ,, 
1i 

jJ 

In the flat limit equation (J.4) tttrns into the Klein-Gordon 
equation 

( h-1 2 - p 2) ~( f) = 0 . 

On the mass shell (J.1) the equality /J/ : 

~(f✓ m'{> = !?rp, 
holds, where 

Cf rp,p, > = &O.f., -2m,, ltl r1,1,, J, 

C/(f)) ::: ?) ( ?2 - h-, l) cj (f) 

There is no connection between · Y(f;.f,,) and <f(f) 

(J.5) 

(J.6) 

(J.7a) 

(J. 7b) 

off the mass shell, and the role of the geometry of the 4-di
,mensional p-spaoe becomes significant. 

From (J.6) we obtain the commutator of free fields 

[lfcf:1, r,.J) lf(ftJJ ... )] ~ -S(f~>-fi_)fCf,cJJ(2t,.,-J;,,.,J(J.a) 

and the ~ormal pairing 

lf(f,,f,'( )lf({i,fe.«J = &( f,, - f:i.) ~c-p;') ~ (2 r/'{-.2 ~.,) = 
-' (J.9 ) 

== ~ (f,, -p,..) ;D(-) (fi) . 

S-c f'i,f~) dS2r, = S Cp,- f12. )d'lf ~ 
It follows fro~ (J.6) that the operator of 4.:..momentum 

could be defined al&o in a usual way 

·R" xf- -i'~xl< ,.a- r-e' t lf(fJU~ I' = e'rJ<X ·Cf7(fifi) 

/\ 

~ 
(J.10) 

Let us consider now the scalar field !f( j) in the conf1-
gurat1onal j -representation: 
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!JU)~ (!l~¾j <tit> f/(fft)d_f2f (J.11) 

Applying the tra.nsrormation (J.10) to (J.11) we arrive at the 
field with bilocal dependence on X and ? 

~ . -. > 
'fx (ff) = e i'Px Y(f) {)-<Px -~ 

-::: L j if>< 
r:v1;¼, <f If.>/' .. · f/(f;ft Jt{fl.t 

(J.12) 

The nature, of variables X and 
in the flat limit ~ (f) ~ /f(x.,+ f) 
3 is translation -1invariant: 

f is different. Only 
• It, is :important that 

I 

A ,t - ·, 

e'Pt ~ ff)P _,•PJ= ~;t?' ff} 
whichallows us to interprete it as some.relative, inner, 

variable. 

(J.lJ) 

In fact, the physical meaning of this variable folllows. 
from the role. of } in the .dynamical equatioµs x) • 

rj ' ' 
The notion "bilocal dependence" '-is barrowed from the 

book /l6/. Despite the physical ·and geo~etrical considerations 
which have introduced .the quantity .. .½ ( ! ) . differ from 116

/, 
nevertheless the ideological resemblance.of two approaches is 
obvious. This is clear from the. ·follorlng ·quotation from. /l6/: 
n ••. This way the concept of t~o. spaces, ·.space x aJld space'!, 
arises. It is natural, that the ~ -space could 'possess 
also other peculiar geometrical properties, which differ 
from properties of the x-space a.pd w.ith which it would be 
:possible to connect the specific features of the weak interac

tions". 
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Let us calculate now the frequency parts of the commutator 
function. We note that due to (J.8) and (J.9) the o~utation 

function 

[ Cf/~t(r), ~e,,Yo)l =~{1l~)3J<tlf >~Cfa)~(2fv-2.1ti,)iJJ.,o.14) 
and its frequency parts . · · . ,= .':iJ.(f) · · 

~ ~.(i1P>'Jtf~)~(2p.,.~!/,m'I )J_Qr.· =~c~,(~) (J.15) 
c211>3~ .) I . . · . , 

(:a)')< l Ir> $ (-r,H l2p,' 1 .. , )J4' ;, :ttb ) 
. (3.16) 

do not depend on x. · 

Each step of calculating the integrals (J.15) and (J.16) has 
an analog in the usual ·o.F.T. ( see§i6 in 1121 ). so, on. 
integrating the "angular" part in (J.15) in the continuous time
-like part of the spectrum, we get • ;b(-u(f) in the fonn 

j_ d.) (+>(;) -: 
lilt-'~ ) 

d A ' i:i" ·p · ~ (,¼/1) ' 

where 

.l/(Jio,A)"' 
. """ 1 ·fl ~½ 

(fliii L·.,. (:-,½m'f "! E, Jn ·e!,fi-£•.4))+ ell'' 
.. ''. -~· .. ' 

f/4 :: .± j) Alo = :!:d,ti) / ;(/ / ·==S_hA / £ ==S<jh#o 

A 

The operator ~ has the fo:rm . o . ,.. . '. ~ . 
A II\ (e-'~A k) da e· -,,;;: ~ P = Sht.l - 2 - -i./1-+ 1~ oA 

In the fi~t 0

limi1; x)· 

x) For all the quantities of the conventional Q.F.T. we use 

notations ~f the book /l2/. 
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(J.17) 

(J.18) 

(J.19) 



II p -";> J.ifi'sl,A L o>,. ' 
I 
. (J.20) 

2 -'lz. 
where A= Xo - X and YJ(#o,A j goes over to the integral 
representation for flinotions 1-t~'( ,.,,.;;:r) or /f,/~'(1>,t/,i;') for 
)(0 >o and x., < o , resp., cf. • ( , /12/ ) 

In our case in the time-like region we have also different 
expressions for ~ >o and,¼< o • Besides, we must consider 
separately the expressions for ~r+'(f) in "classical" ~= -1 
and "non-classical n ;¼ = + j_ regions. {+I . 

We have the following expressions for i (f}E ~(1{A,J.
1
s,rf..) 

~ (+.(A -d +) = ..;;;:1P(-,A-~) pt'""("'") 
I ' :/, (:ltTJ½ Y2, ~ 

~(+>,,1 -1 - ). :o ~/7(,',1-'tz. )P,-iA(""rJ 
I, 1 

' ;u {21T) 31:z. &_ rn 

,-,.,/+11.1 1. +) ~ ,,f,,/i:;1/7(-,A-~) ~«~/'>/,1(1n") 
~ 1/i, + I {.Z:f)>h. '-rfi . 1"' 

-;i)ff'(A,+d,-1) 0. 

(J.21a) 

(J.2lb) 

(J.21 c) 

(J.2ld) 

The function ii(+/ f) has no singularities. in the continu-
ous spectrum. r, 

1 
The expression for .2) 

1 
'(;) in the disc~ete space-like region 

could be obtained in straightforward .way by analytic continuation 
with respect to interval. An analog of this continuation exists 
in the usual Q.F.T. for ;\ =f: 0 • Due to the relations 

, n (i 1 , 11 .• ,11- (. 
1 

, 11 
, t;2: I '~) t; -Ill. 2./. -,.£) l{(i)=i-rre J.1 1 (r:E =-5.:Fe , c~e {J.22) 

between McDonald Kr and Hankel H, /l, 2/ functions, the expres
. sions for ~ <+J( JC) in the space-like region are obtained from 
t,<-+r,,} in the time-like region by the substitution 

+ . tr ,n -1/j_ r--, 
\J).. ➔ <? v-,>. {J. 2J) 

C :!:" = s31,xo ). 
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The detailed discussion of this calculation in the case 
of the curved p-spo.ce goes out of this report. We only write down 
here the prescription of the analytic continuat~on 

tA- 3/;i_ -> - rr- 3 fol' Ala >o 
(J,24) 

·; 3 <- I - 1/.:i. - (j f O l" 1\/v <. 0 

where ff' are in the neighbourhood of the discrete spectrum 

(J" ·= ~ • " (, (, 
We get the follo•ning expression for ~ -f'(? J /{/,, = -.i) 

-l (-1) 
,.,o (())= 

fi;;7 rr.-r+1 J p-<T- ¾. ( t>J~ ) 

::l i ( :Jii) 1/:z.. 1/.;i_ w, (J.25) 

The quantity ;6 (+
1(n-) has a simple pole at the point 

6" = - i . This is the only singul~rity which contributes to the 
integrals of perturbation theory { 'see§4 ). For large ~ ando 
:/J<=l'(P) ➔ C 

j --J. (-t) ~ (+l 
In the flat limit olJ (f) passes into the .tJ · (x} 

of local Q.F.T.: 

;;tJ {+, 1 , s-
(x)-= W~(x· J (>,) -JJ;';;, [}OJ II, 

41
("' ,/4') 

_ .f)(-,\) ~w I( (1nfi) 
I/II -). 

The values of .;z){+){f) in region ;Vv 
flat limit. 

(J.26) 

+l vanish in the 

We emphasize that in the ~ -space no term like 
!,; [ fxc) S( Jd does exist, This result is a clear manifestation 

of the absence of an analog of the light cone in the f -
space. 

Consider this in more detail. In the conventional Q.F.T, we 
have the :following exp!t'ession for 1J (+J('><.) 

_;__ (+>( I = - ..4_ ~ !;f(x 0 ). ) 
d-' )< .)p O ,A ,, {J.27) 
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For !J()(A) ~e have different expressions 

and space-like regions: 

in the tiine-like · 

I (.:,i)( fr} !J ()(.~)..} = $().) 'I ~ Jn V.A t-

+ Cl(->.)· i,k (1n./7), 
V .Jr o 

where the superscript of H-function depends on 
The differentiation with respect to ). 

term f.-ux~)t(>-). 

(J.28) 

SJh X
0 

produces .the 

In the } -space, the differential operator A is 
replaced by the finite-difference operator p • The applica-
tion of this operator to !/{#~11) does not introduce new 
singularity. The recurrence operator p expresses ZJin(f) 

in terms of !f at shifted points. 
: . ; ' . . . .· ' (-f 

The function :tJ r- ( f) is connected with ~ J (J J by the 

relation 

:iJ(-)(~Jf) ~ -~{1)(6"_,-~) . (J.29) 

For ;J/{f} we get 

:iJr{f) = ,f}(A/°);6 r-1(t)-./l{-#'};6ro(f) = 

. I -{i:,' /7(ill- ~} /Ji-,/,( mt) 
~, (:?r7) 76.. ~ ;.., 

y;;:;' rr~+1 J '°1-is-~ (; 1n,,) 
,:; t' ( .1 ii)-½. ht fr, 

(J.JOa) 

(J.JOb) 

For massless particles in the time-like region we have ( cf,117/) 

;/J 'r1 J l=o 
1 

- lr17Z. 1' (;1 2+ ;(, } 

(J.Jl) 
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The expression for ;tJ (f } = :0 r+1/f) t ;!Jr-'ff) 
is as follows: 

A. . J ,Ji;;' ( I. ) -t,/1 _; Q-,11 . /It ) 
6'J (! J -= t r;f/,, J (:?1i)Jh. r 111- l ~ _. ,Yf,lt/1. ~ r ,.: 

for the time-like /1- region 

(J.J2a) 

iJ(J) = 0 for the space-like L, region.(J.J2b) 

Equation (J.J2) provides the following locality condition for 
the free fields 

L
- e,d out ] 
ro (0 !J_ (oJ_ == o , 
::lx J x • 

(J.JJ) 

if J E:- space-like L- region. 

4. Formulation of the perturbation th~ 

In papers /J-5/_ the Bogolubov causality condition was 
generalized to the J -space, corresponding to the de Sitter 
p-spaoe (1,1) in the fom 

~ ix r;J_ = / i,9(-A!,) Dt (f /,/~ (o~] -
8 'f,Jo) . 

(4.1) 

Ax fr, o), 

where Jx ( f) is the current operator, A.,Jf,o }, the quasi-

local terms. 
Though in our case (1,2) the struc,:ture of the f -space 

differs from that considered in papers /J-5/, the causality 
condition is written in th_e same form, but / means now the 
configurational representa"'tion, conjugated to the p-spaoe (1,2). 

In the co!lV'entional Q.F.T. _the locality condition for 
free fields and for curren,t. operators, descrih1.ng the interac
ting systems have the same form. In_the scheme.developed, it is 
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naturally therefore to formulate the locality condition for 
the currents as the requirement that their commutators vanish 
in ,the space-like region: 

[ ·J· (O 1' <o>] = o .... X J. >< 
(4. 2) 

for ~ E: L - region. 
As in the conventional Q.F.T. /l 2- 14/, we shall consider 

equation (4.1) as an equation of motion for the current. In 
the case, when it is possible to look.for the solution of 
equation (4.1) as an expansion in small coupling ·constant fJ 

Jx (3) 
= h , (~) 

= I 3 ·Jx (r )_ 
h ,:- :i 

and the quasi-local term in the _lowest perturbation order 
has the form 

r oJ r~-.:n 
I\,,_ q z J = : V: . r1 J ,· S r1, 1 > 

We deduce the solution 

, S'ox CT+. J X (f ) = i b rf'x(f) X ' 

where 

es--)< = 7i {?,<f ( tf~ (f)cl-0 ) 

(4.J) 

(4.4) 

(4.5) 

(4.6) 

and the local lagrangian density function /ix ( f } has the form: 

~- (f/ ~ 
1 

i, (Jt- :I. ) 
: Cf7x >,(f).' (4.7) 

The operator 6'"x resembles the scattering oper·at or in 
the local Q.F.T. The symbol Tl represents the invariant ordering 
based on the existing step function' iJ (A/"') • -

But Ox does not obey the condition of the translation . . iIIV' ari anc e. 

To construct .the translation-invariant S-matrix, we 
introduce the· switching on function fjx (J ) C cf. /l2:/ ) with 
bilocal dependence on K and ~ • Because X: and I 
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are indepement variables,' there exist the functional derivatives 
~ . . 

of two types: ~ ~iJ~) corresponding to the variation of $/-"' 
as a function of '\ (8,JO ➔ g.,Jf) r sm J and 3/§J/JJ 
co~respondi:qg to t~e variation of d as a function of x; 

Cj"(~>-'>gx<n +<at><>). 
Introduce now the operator 

I I ( ) - , ~c,,. 6'"" + 
r/>< t - t sgx<n X. . 

and define the S-matrix via the rel.J!.tion 

" 
t' A~ s .s + 

s 3x(D) 
= J-1 (o) 

X 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The S_,lllatrix extracted from this relation satisfies all the 
requirements of Q.F.T. 

In the lowest perturbation orders it has the form 

s, = a .f ~ )( (o)e/\ (4.10a) 

,A =- J_ C!z{ f!l (o)i"x:.)2 -
;:,,_ ~ 0 .• )<. 

- j J ~f ,J(-1v') [ ,!;lr O >,, Yx (f ~ }11 t1U21 , 
(4.10b) 

We do not obtain here the clo'sed expression in the fonn of 
the ordered 7j exponent. Each term contains the integration 
over d~x which garanteea the translation invariance (the 
averaging over the translation group)~ 

As an example, we consider the matrix element <t, /_<;.2. I j1 >. 
in the second perturbation order which would correspond,in the 
usual approach, to the self energy diagram in the cpl theo
ry. 

Using the relations 

[ (fx_ (f)1a1-f/!T~r.1;}j ✓~:~<f l-l}-1fi >, (4.lla) 

[ 
(-> ,;, ] 1 ei/x < I > 

a (f~ '1),/f ~ = r:m¼.' v.er' r;;, fl (4.llb) 
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we come to the following expre_s_sions: 
2 {,flq/L . . 

<f,IS~lfit > = - ~r~;:~J 8(t,-fi_) 

-{;. )o!x e 1~x [ (~rnrxJ/- ( .:rlfxJlj -
(4 .12 ) 

-J Jj}_J 8(;11~ /-( ~ (fl(j))Z - (;tJ r-yf})_l/ 

· [ <J l-f;t'f,~ > + <f lf't)t,~ >]. 
I 

The first term represents the imaginary part of the matrix 
element, and ;'.(')r+rx) and ~r-1/x) are usual frequency 
parts of the commutation function. This term coincides with the 
imaginary part of the usual matrix element and reduces in the 
momentum space to the. convergent· integra1 over the mass shell. 
The second term, containing the integration over the J -space 
in the flat limit coincides with the real part of the polariza
tion operator which diverges because the integrand contains the 
non-integrable product of singular functions. 

I~ the curved case, as we know, the only singularities 
of ':l) {~ )( i) are the · simple poles of these as funot'ions of complex 
interval 15'" , at the point o = -1. The integration over 
the "radial" part &' runs along the contour around this pole 
and reduces to taking the residue. ,( In the case (4.12) remember
ing that the volume element (2.27) also contains the poles, we 
have the residue of third order).• 

So, we have shown that in this approach no non-integrable 
expressions enter into integrals. The rule of integration of 
singularities follows straghtforward from geometrical. group 
theoretical apparatus which makes a basis of this scheme. 
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